POST-TEST REFLECTION
To be completed by student, then reviewed and signed/dated by parent(s)

Prior Knowledge / Current Knowledge

1. _______ On a scale of 1-10 (1 being very little, 10 being a TON), how much did you know about the standards/topics covered on this assessment before the start of this unit?
2. _______ On a scale of 1-10 (1 being very little, 10 being a TON), how much do you think you know about the standards/topics covered on this assessment now?

Test Preparation

1. How many days before the test did you begin studying? __________________
2. Approximately how much total time did you spend studying? __________________
3. How exactly did you study/prepare for this test? (Be specific: What learning styles did you use? With whom did you study? Where/when did you study? Etc.)

Test Performance

1. What standard(s), concept(s), or topic(s) do you not yet fully understand?

2. Circle/highlight the ways you went deep and/or connected wide on the poster visuals below.

GO DEEP!
- GO BEYOND WHAT WE LEARNED IN CLASS
- GIVE DETAILS
- PROVIDE EXAMPLES
- SHARE NEW INSIGHTS
- BE SPECIFIC

CONNECT WIDE!
- CONNECT TO YOUR OWN LIFE
- CONNECT TO WHAT YOU’VE LEARNED
- HOW DOES THIS RELATE TO ME?
- HAVE I EVER EXPERIENCED SOMETHING THAT CONNECTS WITH THIS?
- HOW COULD/SHOULD THIS EFFECT MY LIFE?
- HOW MIGHT THIS CONNECT TO...
  THIS UNIT? ANOTHER UNIT?
  A BIBLE VERSE YOU’VE HEARD?
  A QUOTE YOU’VE HEARD?
  SOMETHING WE DISCUSSED IN CLASS?

Parent Signature(s): ______________________ Date: ___________________